
INTERPRETATIONS AND EMENDATIONS
OF EARLY ENGLISH TEXTS.

I.

In Specimens of Early English, Part I, Second edition,
edited by R. Morris, A. L. Mayhew, and W. W. Skeat,
Oxford 1887—1898, the following passages occur:

1. Unwraste man wat macede $eu an alle mire rice pat
gie hatrede and widenvardnesse agenes me ge-win[ne] sceolde.
and to mine fa gebugon 1 : 27—29 (page 2; E. E. T. S. 34,
p. 233). In these terms the kingly host addresses those of
his guests whom he recognized as his enemies (gefo). Morris
has substituted macede for the lacede of the MS., and in his
note on line 29 (page 289) he explains gebugon: "lit. turn to,
loiv to; hence be obedient to". But the reading of the MS.
should be retained; lacede means "lacked" and gives excellent
sense: "What lacked to you (what reason for complaint was
there) in my whole country, that you should etc." Through
Morris's alteration, an alle mire rice has come to appear
rather out of place. Further, gebugon in this context means
something more than "were obedient to". The idea of com-
pulsion not being necessarily excluded from obedience to
powerful enemies of one's lawful prince, such obedience would
scarcely be mentioned as the last link in a chain of crimes.
Much more forcible is the accusation of wilful, traitorous
desertion. And that, indeed, is here the import of the verb.
Cf. Be ar fram him gebogene tvceron (who had formerly
turned from them) Orosius (Bosworth-Toller 377a). Hi
gebugon (transfugerit) to losue and to Israhela bearnum
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KOCK, INTERPRET. AND EMEND. OF EARLY ENGLISH TEXTS. 317

Joshua (Ib.). Thus these subjects of the king had not only
hated him and shown themselves refractory, but positively
run over to his enemies.

2. pa wcs sancte paid swide w a 3 A 72—73; Ofte liadde
horn beo wo Ac mure wurs pan him was po 19: 115—116.
Similarly: Hys clerk was wo to do pat dede Spec. II 5: 5771.
The editors, in part I, p. 533b, 544b, part II, 479a, explain
the wa, wo of these sentences as an adj. meaning " sorrowful",
"sorry", whereas wa, wo, in the other registered instances in
the same volumes is a subst. meaning "woe". There is no
foundation for such a distinction. Wo was never an adj.
Adjectives formed from the word are: woeful, woesome, etc.
Sancte paul, horn, and Hys clerk, as well as the corresponding
nouns in Willgham was wa he had na wappynis thar Spec.
Ill 6: 401, for Wetharryngton my harte was wo, that euer
he slayne shulde be III 7: 111, etc., are not the subjects of
the sentences, but datives dependent on the phrase wa wes etc.
Cf. Be byp cefre wa Nicod. (Bosworth-Toller 1147a); peh
heom beo wo Spec. I 17 A: 181; Spec. Π 7: 176; III 7: 80,
123; also: Wo worpe gou, wygtes III 1: 492; wo mote $ou
worpen 1: 493; the modern Woe worth the day! the Icel.
vei er mcr; vei verdr honom; the M. H. Germ, we ist mir;
we wirt im, and so forth.

There is more "woe" to come in no. 4.

3. we uindeO in halie boc. pet ieremie pe prophete stod
in ane putte. and pet in Pe uenne up to his mude (missus
est ieremias in puteum et stetit ibi usque ad os) 3 B: 6—7.
Morris observes: "And pet, and (also); pet hardly seems
wanted". Morris has not grasped the meaning of and pet.
Certainly it does not mean "and also", which would give as
poor sense as the German Er ist in England und auch in
Essex gewesen. What it means is exactly the same as und
zivar in Er ist in England und zwar in Essex gewesen.
The additional information is, logically, not co-ordinade, pa-
rallel, to the one already given, but subordinate, defining.
By those two words the latter part of the sentence is joined
to the former in a more impressive manner. Cf. He made a
fortune in a short time (where generally so much stress falls
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318 ERNST A. KOCK,

on a fortune, that the adjunct cannot be particularly emphasized)
with: He made a fortune, and that in a short time. Similarly:
I tolde (counted) hem, Jcoth he, not fülle longe ago, And pat
as redily as that I coude Spec. Ill 2: 616. It should be
noticed that and pet in 3 B: 7 corresponds to the Lat. "et
stetit ibi".

4. Ech pe understanded pat holi husel unwurdliche he
imderstant him seinen eche pine, and endelese wotve 4 B:
112—114. On p. 546 a the last word of this sentence is
rendered by "wrong", which, indeed, is a suitable word, not
for 4 B: 114, but for the whole article wowe in the Glossar}^
Of course the word here means "woe" and reflects the 0. Engl.
iväivä, not 0. Engl. wok. The same signification is evident in
ut of helle wowe 4 B: 64 (not mentioned in the Glossary) and
Pu singest so dop hen[ne] a snowe, AI pat heo (i. e. such a hen)
singep hit is for wowe 16: 414 (cf. Bosworth-Toller 1170b).
Quite differently, again, the word should be interpreted in:
Lvtel loJc is gode leof. pat eumep of gode wille. And lutel
he let on muchel woive. per pe heorte is ille 17 A: 72—73.
The explanation given in the Notes is: "And he little esteems
much offered wrongfully where the heart is evil". The
Glossary says: "on ivowe, wrongfully". The former explana-
tion is a failure, the latter tempts me to say something
wicked. Wowe, however, stands for vowe, parallel to the
preceding lolc, "offering", "gift", and corresponding to the gieue,
"gift", of the Trinity MS.: "And little He esteems a great vow
(votive offering), where the heart is evil". Cf. Belonging to
this church is a world of plate . ., besides the costly vow es
hung up, some of gold Evelyn Diary (Century Diet.).

5. vnibe fiftene zer'. pat folc him isomned 6A: 71—72.
This is the reading of the MS. For him, however, Morris
deemed it necessary to substitute is. Such an alteration was
suggested also by F. Madden (1847) in his edition of Laja-
mon's Brut. Certainly the B-text has his (is) i-somned, but
him isomned gives the same sense. The verb isomnen, 0. Engl.
gesomnian, is both transitive (congregare, colligere) and in-
transitive (congregari, con venire). Him is the same kind of
dative as in: Ihc .. se pat gras him springe, "I see the grass
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spring up", 19: 130; cf. Swedish han gick sig ut en morgon-
stund, "he went out of a morning". In isomned the find -d
is meant for -d\ cf., three lines further down, hit faled for
hit failed.

6. p beoff anus feolei pat we fceren scolden 6 A: 89—
90. In his translation of the first of these lines, "So that
there be many among us", Morris differs from Madden, who
took feole to be the past participle of fatten. It is true, that
fcole seems a strange participle. But the verb fatten presents
itself in a great variety of forms (see Morris's and Mad-
den's Glossaries). L vor II we had in faled (see no. 5).
Eo for α may have slipped over into the participle from the
other preterite forms. The other MS. has: pat lot on vs ful.
Altogether I consider M ad den's acceptation preferable to
Morris's.

7. pat ha leare ham mete, pat me meosure hat. pe middel
of tiva uueles. for pat is peatv in euch stude ant tuht forte
halden 7: 50—52. Morris renders the latter part of this
sentence thus: "for in every place it is a virtue to observe
moderation (or discipline)", and adds: "Ant before tuhte seems
superfluous". But the sentence means: "that she may teach
them measure, what people call moderation, the middle of
two evil things, for that is, in each place (= for in this
golden medium consists, in each case), virtue and the obser-
vance of propriety".

8. $ef we as treowe tresures wited wel his tresor pat is
bitaht us to halden 7: 200—201. An E. E. T. S. 34, p. 264
(18G8), the correct translation is given: "if we as true
treasurers guard well his treasure which is entrusted to us
to be kept". But both in the Glossary of Spec. I (1887),
where this passage is expressly mentioned, and in M ay hew
and Skeat's Concise Dictionary of Middle English (1888)
only the translation "treasure" is given, the editors thus
having guarded that treasure badly. Evidently treasures
stands for tresureres.

9. hire feader fen g on earst feire on; to Idkin $ef he
mahte wid eani luue speden 8 B: 64—65. The difficulty here
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320 ERNST A. KOCK,

lies in the double on. Morris, disregarding the semicolon,
translates: "began first kindly to look upon her". Now, in
the first place, this gives a weak sense: persuasion and
coaxing, not looks, were wanted on this occasion. Further
the analogy of A 50—51 (he feng feire to fondin — try,
tempt — his dohter) and B 86—87 (Affrican feng eft on. &
to fondin ongon $ef lie mahte . . wenden hire heorte) teaches
us that to lokin means "to see", "to try". Finally the re-
petition of a particle that fits in easily both immediately after
the verb (cf. Hire feader feng on to ivreaddin B 100) and
at the end of the clause (cf. Pa feng eft hire feder on wid
olhnunge to fondin gef .. A 67—68) is a more natural mistake
(which, in my own experience, will happen any day) than
the insertion of a big stop between two words so closely
connected, particularly as in the present text stops seem to
be used very sensibly. Thus: "her father began first kindly,
to see if he could gain anything by love".

10. A ihesu hwa mihte mare polen cristen offer heaoen.'
pen mon him for sehendlac i pe beard spitted 10: 40—42.
In E. E. T. S. 34, p. 278, the passage is rendered thus: "Ah,
Jesu! who might endure more, Christian or heathen, than
when one spitteth in scorn upon his beard?" This is not
quite correct. In the Glossary of Spec. I, pen is explained
by "when, since", which is entirely wrong. The sentence
means: "Ah, Jesu! who might, [whether] Christian or heathen,
endure more than [that] one spat in scorn upon his beard?"

11. per-of us yeft ensample po prie langes of hepenesse.
pet comen fram verrene londes ure louerd to seche. and him
makie offrinke. And be pet hi offrede gold, pet is cuuenable
yeftte to kinge: seatvede pet he was sothfast king . . And
be pet hi offrede Mirre. pet is biter ping, signefieth pet
hi hedde biliaue pet he was diadlich 13: 37—45. The Notes
contain the information: "Be pet, so that, because". This is
not correct. It literally means "by that", by being a pre-
position which governs the whole that-clause; cf. after that,
before that, etc., in Shakespeare. Prepositions before that-
clauses are still used in Swedish; thus "genom att de offrade",
corresponding to the German "dadurch, dass sie .. opferten"
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INTERPRET. AND EMEND. OF EARLY ENGLISH TEXTS. 321

or "durch das opfern von", modern Engl. "by offering". —
Moreover, the verbs yeft and signifteth are "pr. pi." (present
tense plural), not. "pr. s.", as is wrongly stated in the Glos-
sary. Likewise seawede is "pt. pi." (Cf. the plurals habbeth,
an-uret, an-urede in 11. 22, 23, 29.) Thus the passage should
be rendered: "Thereof the three kings of heathendom give
us an example, who came from far away countries to seek
our Lord and to make offering to Him, and by offering gold,
which is a fit gift to a king, showed that he was a true
king, .. and by offering myrrh, which is a bitter thing, signify
that they believed that he was mortal."

12. losep hem knew al in his ffhogt Als he let he knew
hem nogt 15: 2167—2168. Morris senders Als (< also < eal
swd) by "also". But it means "although". Cf. Swa he purh
feondsdpe to cwale monige demde, swa peah him Dryhten
eft miltse gefremede Elen. Kmbl. (Bosworth-Toller 940b).
etlich tolle prelaten meynen, tven .. ein yeglicher . . ein fest
macht, hob gar ein gut werck than, s so (although) er viel ein
bessers thet, wo ehr . . ein wercket tag macht Luther An den
christl. Adel 52. Ok sva sem hon er sterk, pa mun hon
brotna Snorra Edda ed. Jonsson 22: 3.

13. Spies were we neuer nony Oc alle we ben on faderes
sunen, For hunger dodes liider cumen 15: 2174—2176. "For
hunger compels them to come hither", says Morris. This
explanation labours with two difficulties: 1. That Joseph's
brothers, after declaring: "We are all one father's sons",
should immediately add: "For hunger compels them", seems
entirely unreasonable, seeing that, in this case, no formal
considerations — rhyme, rhythm, alliteration — can have
induced the poet to such a shift. 2. The explanation, or proof,
introduced by for would, in a somewhat confusing manner, be
severed from the thing to be explained or proved. — There-
fore I believe that -s must mean us, and that for is a pre-
position, not a conjunction: "No spies we ever were, but all
we are one father's sons: for hunger's sake he makes us here
repair." Then dodes stands for doff e 's = dod he us. E for
he occurs in the same song 1. 2341 (so e gret, so he wept)
and 2708 (Into egypte ewente, into Egypt he went, E. E. T. S. 7,

Anglia. N.F. XIII. 21
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322 ERNST A. KOCK,

p. 77). Doff hes = dod he 's == doff he (K)es, "does he .. her
(i. e. it)", is to be found in 17 B: 56, mes = me (h)es 17 B:
259, has = ha es 13: 78, haze = ha(ue) vs Spec. ΠΙ, p. 269,
and so on. Dow, "make, cause (one to do a thing)" meets us
in I 15: 2351 (And doff him to me eumeri), 2438, 2441. For
hunger would be analogous to for nede, which, relating to the
same fact, the famine in Canaan, occurs twice on that same
page (1.2161, 2165). To sum up, I believe there are fairly
strong reasons for taking the passage so as I have done. And
even if my explanation should not be the right one, I still
believe that Dr. Morris's is wrong.

14. do breffere secJces hauen he filt, And in euerilc ffe
siluer pilt dat dor was paid for de coren, And bunden ffe
muffes dor bi-foren 15: 2213—2216. Morris, in the notes
(p. 339), explains the last two words by "there as before".
This is impossible. After the sacks belonging to Joseph's
brothers had been filled with corn, the money was thrust into
the sacks, and the mouths were tied up over it (literally:
"before there"). Morris refers us to a following passage,
where the Egyptian coren is again attended by this hapless
dor bi-foren, but where no support is to be found for the
explanation given by him: Bereff dat siluer hoi agon, ffat hem
ffor-ofne wante non, And offer siluer dor bi-foren, for to bigen
wiff offer coren 2243—2246. The sons of Jacob, before setting
out on their second journey to Egypt, had to take the money
found in their bags, but before that they were to provide
themselves with money to buy corn with. As the restoring
of the old money was decidedly considered quite as important
as the new business, the words dor bi-foren cannot be said
to be particularly well chosen. "Therewithal" or "besides"
would have been more to the point. But the exactions of
rhyme have done more mischief than that. Cf. the other
places where, in this extract, bi-foren rhymes with coren
(2103, 2133, 2308) or with other words (1920, 2283, 2291,
2379, 2429, 2475, 2503, 2505, 2517) — bi-foren thus, in a local
or temporal sense, but often more expedientially than appro-
priately, being brought in as a rhyme-word 14 times in
18 pages!
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INTERPRET. AND EMEND. OF EARLY ENGLISH TEXTS. 323

15. Of losep wot ic ending non, And bondes ben leid
on symeon 15: 2229—2230. Thus lacob bewails the loss of
his two sons. Ending is in the Glossary rendered only by
"death". This may be right enough, in a way. Yet it does
not express adequately the particular shade of thought. En-
ding is here used in a wider and at the same time more
literal sense. In modern English we should say: "What has
become of Joseph, I do not know".

16. And quanne losep hem alle sag, Kinde dogt in his
herte was 15: 2253- 2254. Here the rhyme is missing, and
Morris (p. 163, 340) suggests the emendation: Kind dogt was
in his herte Öag, "Natural thought in his heart was still".
This emendation implies: 1. an alteration of the word-order;
2. the addition of a word; 3. the placing of that word in an
unusual position (for "though" at the end of a clause, however
common in modern every day parlance, is hardly to be found
at that early period), 4. a contrastation which appears far-
fetched. (For Morris cannot have meant that Joseph thought
in a brotherly way of his father's sons, although he saw
them; he must have meant: Joseph did so notwithstanding
what they had done to him in Dothan. Now it was
the second time that they met in Egypt, and a remark
about Joseph's disposition towards his brothers with regard
to that outrage would have been more appropriate in the
description of their first encounter after the event.) — However,
considering the way in which the rhyme is dealt with in this
song, we have a right to suppose something to be amiss in
this passage. Although only reluctantly and hesitatingly
venturing on t he-wide field of emendatory guesses, I will
propose a simple alteration of the manuscript reading, by
which we avoid the above difficulties. Any certainty for its
correctness, can, of course, not be arrived at; I only say:
it seems more likely than Dr. Morris's. Instead of was I
propose to read stag: "And when loseph saw them all, kind
thought arose in his heart."

17. Peg we ne beon at one acorde, We muge bet mid
fayre worde, Wit-ute eheste, and bute figte, Plaidi mid fo&e
and midritfe 16: 181—184. " Plaidi mid foge, plead (debate)

21*
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324 ERNST A. KOCK,

with (mutual) consent. For foge Jesus MS. has sope (truth)."
"Foge .. mutual consent. A. S. fog, gefog, a joining." Thus
Notes and Glossary. To me, however, this appears to be a
mere guess. In German, Swedish, and Danish the corresponding
words (Fug, fog, feie), or their derivates, mean a "joining",
hence "something fitting" and, in a secondary and abstract
application: "reason", "reasonableness",, "justice and modera-
tion". This gives excellent sense and corresponds to the
reading of the other MS. (sope). Besides, plaidi mid fo$e and
mid ri$te re-echoes in mid rigte segge and mid skile two lines
further down.

18. Mid ivi grene al bi~growe, Pat evre stoni i-liehe
i-blowe, And his heou never ne vor-leost 16: 617—619. The
last clause is translated in the Notes: "And its (the ivy's)
colour never loses (fades)". I can see no reason for thus
making vorleosen an intransitive verb and, at the same time,
the construction less simple. In all probability the line means:
"and never loses is colour".

19. Pe nigtingale at pisse worde Was wel neg u t of rede
i-worpe 16: 659—660. The translation "out of patience"
offered in Notes and Glossary is wrong. Bed means "advice",
"good or expediential advice", "expedient", "way out of the
difficulty"; cf. Icel. hann veit eigi sitt r do hvat hann skal
gjera, Swed. icke veta sig nagon rad. Out of rede means "at
a loss (what to say or do to help oneself)", "at one's wits'
end"; cf. Icel. rafflauss, Swed. radlös. The following lines
(661—666) describe no outburst of impatience, but an eager
inward search for a plausible argument, which the nightingale
hardly knew where to get hold of. Cf. no. 21.

20. Ueo migte speke hwar heo walde, To-vore pe king
pah heo seholde 16: 1727—1728. Here the editors are entirely
on the wrong track, the Glossary containing the following
item: "Pah, conj. (for pa), when(?), 16: 1728". Pah is not
written for pa, and does not mean "when". It has its usual
meaning, and the sentence should be translated: "He might
speak wherever he liked, even though he should do so before
the very king." With regard to the word-order, cf. in the
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same poem: Mid pisse war de forp hi ferden, AI bute here and
bute verde[n] (troops), To Portesham pat heo bi-come (untill
they reached Portisham) 1789—1791 (correctly explained in
the Notes p. 349), in the preceding: It sal, quad he, ben sod,
bi-foren dat god had (what God has previously) ure eldere
sworen 2505—2506.

21. Hwi nulle]* hi nimen heom to rede, Pat he were
mid heom i-lome For [to] teche heom of his wisdome 16: 1764—
1766. Again (cf. no. 19) we meet the substantive red, which,
like the M. H. Germ, rat, Icel. raff, etc., occurs in a great
variety of combinations. Morris's explanation, "Why will
they not betake themselves to counsel ? i. e. why will they
not take thought together", is not correct. In Nimen heom
to rede, heom is a reflective dative, and the phrase literally
means: "take for themselves as advice", i. e. "decide for them-
selves", "make up their minds". Cf. Icel. taka to rdffa, "make
up one's mind", "undertake something". Analogous is also the
phrase: Wat shal me to rede? 18: 693, literally: "What shall
for me [be] as advice, or help? i. e. "What shall, or can, I
do?" (Was soll ich anfangen? Que faire? Hvad skall jag
taga mig till ?) Cf. finally M. E. avise him (refl.), Fr. s'aviser.

22. Mony monnes sore iswynk ofte habbep vnholde
17 A: 37. "Many a man's sore toil often hath ungracious
ones, i. e. a man often receives no return for his hard work",
Notes p. 350. Very likely this is right. Yet we might think
of a different interpretation. We might take iswynk to mean
not the activity itself, but its fruit; cf. 1. 58, Vre swynk and
vre tylehpe. is iwuned to swynde, and the modern work,
meaning partly "labor", partly "opus". Further we might
take habbep to be the 3d person plural , vnholde being the
subject and iswynk the object. Thus: "(Do good as long as
life lasts; it is no use hoarding up for others, for the fruit of)
many a man's toil often ungracious ones receive."

23. Pe mon pat neuer nule do god . ne neuer god lif
lede . Pat dep cume to his dure . he may sore a-drede . Pat
he ne muwe bidden ore . for pat i-tyt Horn 17 A: 123—125.
Here the four pats all have different meanings. According
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to the Glossary, the second would mean the same as the third,
in which case we should have before us an extremely weak
period. In the Notes an emendation is proposed: "Pat is
perhaps an error for fan, when". — In 1. 246—263 we find:
Par-inne beop . . Pe Pat . . weren al to gredi . of seoluer .
and of golde. And Imteden vntrewnesse .pat hco schulden
beon holde. And Uten pat hi scolden do . and duden pat heo
ne scholden. Again an emendation is offered: "Pat, to which.
See 1. 253, p. 212. Or read pan, the dat. case." In both in-
stances I believe Pat to mean "when". (In the second sentence
I render vntrewnesse by "unfaithfulness", not by "untruth",
as is given in the Glossary.) Thus: "The man who never
will do good, never lead a good life — when Death comes
to his door, he may be sore afraid, that he cannot obtain
mercy, for that often happens." "In there are those who . . .
loved unfaithfulness, when they ought to be faithful."

24. Pis beop pey pat weren her mid hwom me heold
feste. And peo pat gode bi-heyhte wel . and nolden hit ilestc
17 A: 237—238. "This line", it is said in the Notes, "is
evidently corrupt. Perhaps we ought to read Pis beop pe .
pat weren her hwom me ne heold feste, or me heold vnfeste.
These were they that were here whom one esteemed unstead-
fast". Morris, it seems, took it, without further consideration,
as a matter of course, that 1. 237 must, in itself, contain a
finished thought. This, however, is not necessary. The ex-
pression me heold may, like e. g. he wende in 18: 374, be
placed in opposition to reality, so that what those people
were believed to be and what they promised to God was the
opposite of what they actually were and did. Therefore,
although I do not entirely dispute the corruptness of the line,
seeing that its original shape, very likely, was more or less
different (cf. the B-text), I maintain — particularly as the
emendation suggested by Morris is nothing beyond a cheap
guess — that the text, such as it is, may have appeared
satisfactory enough both to the scribe and to his reader:
"These were such as were here with (amongst) those whom
one considered firm and such as promised well to God, but
would not carrv it out."
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25. Heo schullep wunyen in helle . pe ueondes onwolde
17 A: 264. Morris says: "For pe read in pe". Such an
emendation does not seem necessary. If we compare an mine
anwalde, in min anwolde 6: 166 with in here wold 15: 1958,
and consider that prepositions were often written in one word
with their nouns, we may declare the latter part of 17 A: 264
equal to pe ueondes on wolde. Nor is it necessary to look
on pe ueondes as gen. sg.; it may be the dat. pl.; cf. pat him
a pance befell 1: 4.

As I have, in this first set of Interpretations and Emen-
dations, dealt almost exclusively with the first part of Spe-
cimens of Early English, I will, by way of a supplementary
note, especially with regard to an eventual new edition, give
a combined list of the passages dwelt upon here and of other
passages in the same volume requiring further attention.
"No. 1" etc. refers to the above paper; "EBP" to my essay
on The English Relative Pronouns, Lund 1897. "Notes" in-
dicates, in cases where Notes and Glossary, notwithstanding
the revision (cf. M ay hew and S k eat's Preface to the second
edition, p. XVI), are still at variance, that I consider the
Glossary wrong; "Gloss.", in similar cases, that I consider
the Notes wrong. In the remaining instances, the desirable
alteration is fully stated.

1: 4. tea is an interrogative, not a 8 B: 65. No. 9.
relative, pronoun. 9: 18. ERP.

— 27, 29. No. 1. — 90. Gloss.
— 77. See above, 1:4. — 139. Notes (bud means "buys",
3 A: 73. No. 2. not "is").
— B: 7. No. 3. 10: 7. caldeliche not in the Glos-
4 B: 64, 114. No. 4. sary.
5: 1611. biggenn is the Scaud. — 41. No. 10.

byggja, "build", "dwell", notO. — 54. ERP.
E. bycgan, "buy" (correct in 13: 37, 40, 41, 44. No. 11. — Er-
M a y h e w and S k e a t ? s Concise roneous statements with regard
Diet, of M. Engl.). to the number of verbs are

6 A: 72. No. 5. frequent (kupe 13: 17, drinked
— 89. No. 6. 13: 129, etc., so that the whole
— 426. ERP. Glossary requires a revision also
7: 52. Nr. 7. in that respect.
- 73. Gloss. 14: 6. Gloss.
- 200. No. 8. - 411.
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15: 2168. No. 12. - 237. No. 24.
- 2176. No. 13. - 262. No. 23.
— 2216. No. 14. — 264. No. 25.
— 2229. No. 15. — B: 392. Gloss.
— 2245. No. 14. 19: 115. No. 2.
— 2254. No. 16. — 580. erndinge not in the Glos-
16: 184. No. 17. sary.
— 267. Gloss. P. 317. The end of the note on
— 414. No. 4. 8: 6 should be expunged.
— 616. Gloss. P. 360. 304 wrong for 324 (to be
- 619. No. 18. placed after 315).
— 660. No. 19. P. 361. 651—63 wrong for 651—53.
— 1728. No. 20. P. 496a. Seien, 4b. 44, to be placed
— 1764. No. 21. at the beginning of the article.
17 A: 37. No. 22. P. 514a. Tenten, wrong for tehten.
— 73. No. 4. P. 544 b. wo is not to be found in
— 93. EBP. 17 B: 142. — 18: 115 wrong
— 124. No. 23. for 19: 115.

LUND in October 1901. ERNST A. KOCK.
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